HealthCheck for Azure
Assess physical and virtual infrastructure, provide
in-depth reporting per node, make informed
decisions on costs, and plan smooth migrations.
Microsoft reports 120,000 Azure new subscriptions every month.
Expand your services and revenue streams around the fast-growing cloud infrastructure platform, Azure. If you
are just starting to sell Azure, it can be hard to know where to begin the conversation with your customers—
especially if you don’t have deep experience in infrastructure.

HealthCheck for Azure makes it easy to get started.
BitTitan HealthCheck for Azure transforms Azure assessments by giving you the data you need to illustrate
true ROI and create what-if scenarios with the corresponding workload migrations and consumption. Help your
customer explore immediate needs and long-term goals that lead to Azure consumption and recurring revenue
for your business.

How It Works

Deploy & Scan

Report

Plan

Deploy the HealthCheck for
Azure agent in the customer's
environment. Let HealthCheck for
Azure scan and collect detailed
information about each physical
and virtual machine.

See estimated costs of moving
to Azure, by hardware or by
workload. Access detailed reporting
about each node along with a
downloadable Assessment Report
to share with your customer.

Find dependencies between
nodes and applications. Learn the
cloud readiness of each node and
set up optimal migration settings
and firewall rules.

The agent collects data on the following:
Processor time

Disk iOPS and disk mappings

Uptime

Network usage and services

Memory and application usage

Ports used

Disk usage and access

Ingress and egress communication
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Perform a thorough readiness check and gather infrastructure data.
Collect usage and workload data over a period of 14 days to help identify trends and
patterns that allow for accurate right-sizing. Visualize virtual and physical servers to
identify dependencies and workloads, even identify security risks and shadow IT.

Help the customer make informed decisions with detailed cost-analysis.
Track maximum, minimum and average workloads during the assessment to accurately
project total cost of ownership in the cloud. Adjust SLTs, change data center regions, and
offer capacity planning tools. HealthCheck for Azure can also integrate special pricing
you have as a Microsoft partner.

Prepare for safe migration with planning tools.
Optimize configurations based on performance needs, rather than matching them to
existing hardware. Build plans and configurations to show best and worst-case scenarios.
Explore multiple configuration mappings for detailed migration strategy plan, including
what-if analysis scenarios and infrastructure planning. Then choose optimal migration
settings and firewall rules to prepare for a smooth migration.

Key Benefits of BitTitan HealthCheck for Azure
•

Pass on right-sized savings when you
bundle by workload across servers.

•

Use real customer data and
deeper analytics through the agentbased approach.

•

Generate accurate pricing based on
your contract and discounts instead of
estimates or list prices.

•

Map workloads to the appropriate data
center to price accurately and along
compliance guidelines for that region.

•

Export the raw data collected by
HealthCheck for Azure to your
preferred software for data analysis to
tailor your assessments to your business
and customer.

Get started with HealthCheck for Azure through the MSPComplete® platform.
Learn more at www.bittitan.com/products/healthcheck-for-azure

About BitTitan
BitTitan is the global leader in Managed Services Automation, transforming technology services providers
into modern managed services providers. We create a world where organizations can focus on what they
do best; a world where people can focus on what makes them successful. Our MSPComplete® platform
empowers organizations to realize their maximum potential through business process automation.
Technology is invisible. Companies work better. People are happier.
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